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2  Comparative analysis of three bovine genomes

The goal is to identify zebu-specific exome variations 

which are not present in bison or in bovine genome 

(Cosart et al. 2011). Furthermore, we attempt to link the 

zebu-specific sequence variations to altered pathways 

using the gene ontology tool built into CLC Genomics 

Workbench.

Data 
• Short reads for all three cattle species1 

• Bovine reference sequence, bovine gene annotations 

and bovine variation data from dbSNP/Ensembl2 

• The GO annotation file for the bovine genome3

Software: CLC Genomics Workbench 7.0

Analysis Workflow
Preparing datasets

The bovine genome with annotations is downloaded 

using the automatic genome download in CLC Genomics 

Workbench. Reads are imported using Illumina import. Files 

can be imported simultaneously. We suggest appending 

species names to downloaded fastq files to simplify recogni-

tion of the species.

We import the bovine annotation file to the Workbench using 

the standard import tool for Gene Ontology Annotation File. 

To evaluate the need for trimming of sequencing reads prior 

to read mapping, a sequencing QC report is created. As 

examination of the report reveals no serious issues, the 

sequencing data can be used for read mapping without 

trimming. The sequencing QC report is run with default 

options. 

Mapping the reads and detection of variants

The sequencing reads for each species are mapped sepa-

rately to the reference genome. Read mappings are run 

with default parameter settings and with track and mapping 

reports as output. Mappings are then locally realigned with 

the Local Realignment tool. Mappings are realigned without 

guidance tracks. SNPs and small insertions and deletions 

are identified in the mapped sequencing reads by using the 

Probabilistic Variant Detection caller. Variant detection is run 

with default parameter settings. 

Figure 1. All the 
steps of the analy-
sis can be accom-
plished in two con-
secutive workflows, 
as shown here. The 
first one produces 
read mappings and 
variant calls for all 
three species, the 
second one filters 
and annotates the 
zebu-specific (or 
any of the other 
two) variants.
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Annotation of variants

By using the Annotate From 

Known Variants tools, addition-

al information can be added 

to those called variants in the 

variant table that overlap with 

dbSNP variants track download-

ed together with the reference 

genome.

Variant filtering

In this experiment, we are inter-

ested in finding zebu-specific 

variations. If only the variant 

tracks were available (i.e. 

imported from an external source), we could use the Filter 

Against Known Variants tool. Zebu should be set as target 

track, both bovine and bison chosen as known, and variants 

with no exact match in known tracks should be kept. Since 

we have the mappings as well, we can use the bovine and 

bison ones as control reads to filter the zebu-specific variants. 

The Filter against Control Reads tool is preferred as some 

variants may not have been called and can still be present 

in reads below the detection thresholds of the variant caller.

Further, we select only the variants that are present in the 

coding part of the genome. The Filter Based on Overlap 

Track tool and the CDS track from the reference are used. 

Filtering by amino acid changes using the Amino Acid 

Changes tool can be used to further reduce the number 

of variants by selecting only those variations that lead to 

non-synonymous changes in the coding part of the genome.

Overrepresentation analysis 

It could be interesting to investigate what the genes that only 

show variations in zebu have in common. This could indi-

cate altered pathways in the zebu species. To analyse if any 

biological pathways are overrepresented in the zebu-unique 

variants, we use the GO Enrichment Analysis tool. The 

reference track needs to be specified with gene names and 

the GO track. In the resulting GO enrichment table, rows 

can be sorted by the calculated p-value. P-values are cal-

culated from a hypergeometric distribution test comparing 

frequency of occurrence in one sample versus in all genes.

Results
In all three sets of read mappings, more than 99% of 

reads are mapped successfully. The variant caller identifies 

approximately 38,000 variants in each of the bovine and 

zebu genomes, and around 72,000 in the bison genome. 

And when the read mappings from bovine and bison 

species are used as control reads to filter variants only 

represented in zebu, it leaves 4733 unique zebu variants. 

Filtering of zebu-specific variants for those present in the 

coding regions and resulting in an amino acid change, 

leaves 459 variants.

Figure 2 shows a track list with zebu mapping, three origi-

nal variant tracks and the final result of filtering; the bottom 

Figure 2. Track list view of zebu read mapping, variant tracks for three species, and filtered and annotated 
zebu-specific variant track. Partial table view of the latter shows additional annotation columns (amino acid 
change, GO terms, dbSNP matches); variants in GO entry 0002755 selected.
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1  Sequence reads for bovine, zebu and bison available 

at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/SRP007095; 

.fastq.gz read files are single GA and GAII exome 

sequencing short reads

2  Available for download within CLC Genomics Workbench 

using the Download Genome tool

3 http://cvsweb.geneontology.org/cgi-bin/cvsweb.cgi/

go/gene-associations/gene_association.goa_cow.

gz?rev=HEAD

part shows the tabular view 

of the final variant track. In 

that view, a subset is chosen 

with a ‘filter’ menu where 

GO-term for one of the 

pathways is chosen, and 

one variant row selected. 

The top view automatically 

zooms to a corresponding 

position in the track list, 

allowing easy examination 

of the variant. The tabular 

view also shows how vari-

ous annotation and filtering 

steps add additional col-

umns of information to the 

variant track table.

In the resulting table from 

the GO enrichment analysis sorted by p-values, the top 

rows are clearly dominated by pathways related to immune 

response (see Table 1). This matches previous findings 

showing that the zebu species responds differently to some 

infections compared to bison and taurine. Zebu also has a 

better innate immune response compared to the other two 

species (Freeman et al. 2008).

Automating the analysis as workflows
Most of the steps in this analysis can be combined into 

workflows. These workflows, combined with batch mode of 

operation, greatly simplify the analysis, and can be used to 

repeat it, for instance, to look for similar variant enrichment 

in the other two species of bovids.

More detailed steps of the analysis presented in this applica-

tion note are also available in our online tutorial.

Table 1. Results of GO enrichment analysis sorted by p-value in increasing order. The top-scoring term is highlighted, 
and corresponds to variants selected in table view of Figure 1.
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